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Abstract. We characterize social applications as those involving interaction
among multiple autonomous agents. We are interested in the essential concepts
and approaches for modeling such applications. We make the case that i* has
some limitations with respect to the modeling of social applications. The problem is in the intentional nature of i*. The deeper roots though lie in the centralized
machine-oriented approach of current requirements engineering approaches. We
recommend an interaction-oriented approach to requirements modeling, modeling in terms of social commitments rather than dependencies, and in general, accommodating a distributed perspective right from the earliest phases of software
engineering. For clarity, we also distinguish social commitments from various
similar-sounding notions in the literature.
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Introduction

Many of the applications that we use are social in the sense that they involve communication among two or more social agents. Banking, healthcare, e-business, emergency
services, and meeting scheduling are in this sense social applications.
Let us say we want to design a meeting scheduling application. Let us consider that
any meeting scheduling enactment involves agents that play convener, scheduler, and
participant. There are two ways to approach the design.
In one approach, you consider a set of requirements and build a machine that meets
the requirements. This is the approach one would apply when specifying a washing
machine, an LCD monitor, a gate controller, or an aircraft’s fly-by-wire controls. In
other words, this is the approach we use to design technical artifacts. The convener,
scheduler, and the participants are still social agents, but from the perspective of the
machine they are merely users.
In the other approach, you specify (or choose or compose from existing ones) a
protocol that supports your goal of scheduling meetings. A protocol is a specification of
interaction specified with reference to roles that social agents may adopt. The meeting
scheduler protocol would have the roles convener, scheduler, and assistant. It does
not matter which particular social agent adopts the role. Nor does it matter what its
goals are, if any. This approach preserves the original social nature of the application.
Designing a system with new requirements means designing a protocol that meets those
requirements.
We term the former approach machine-oriented and the latter interaction-oriented.
The latter is about the design of protocols. In fact, the system is in a sense the protocol.
There is the separate question though about the design of the participants in a protocol.

Suppose you are a social agent who notices that some other social agents have adopted
the roles of convener and participant, but are waiting for someone to adopt the role of
scheduler. You are willing to play the role provided some of your requirements are met
by participating in the system (for example, payment for scheduling services). You do
not know the design or motivations of the other participants, but what you can do is
check if the meeting scheduling system, that is, the protocol, supports your requirements. Further, you may design a software artifact that encodes part of your decisionmaking, interacts accordingly with the other participants, and in effect represents you
in the system. For the purposes of this paper, we refer to this artifact as a social agent’s
surrogate.
Interaction-orientation preserves the nature of the social application. It accommodates both the design and runtime autonomy of agents. Machine-orientation does not.
The allusion to current practices in requirements engineering would not be lost upon
anyone. Current practices in requirements engineering are machine-oriented. The essential idea is to come up with the specification of a machine that along with the domain
assumptions satisfies the requirements of the stakeholders. RE emphasizes two kinds
of systems: system-as-is and system-to-be. The former is the system as it exists without the machine. It helps in understanding the environment in which the machine will
be introduced. The latter is what the system will be when the machine is introduced.
Presumably, in the system-to-be, the stakeholders’ requirements are satisfied.
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Objectives

Our broad objective is to understand and improve upon the software engineering of
social applications. Two questions follow naturally from the discussion above.
1. What are the methodologies for designing protocols?
2. What are the methodologies for designing surrogates?
Our immediate objective though is to understand whether i* [17] is suitable (in
terms of concepts) for the modeling of social applications. i* has had considerable
success in the requirements engineering community, and researchers are applying it
to model all kinds of applications. Obviously, the question turns on whether i* can
be used to model interactions. To do this, in the following section, we outline the i*
methodology, and then analyze some of its critical constructs.
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Scientific Contributions

The idea of interaction-oriented programming traces it roots to Singh [11]. It is an idea
distinct from that of agent-oriented software engineering, where the focus is on creating
intelligent agents. As stated earlier, interaction-orientation says nothing about any particular agent’s rationale or the design of its surrogate or any other internal information
system [13].
There has been considerable progress in methodologies for designing protocols,
especially as concerns the nature of protocol specifications. A great leap here came
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with the idea that protocols ought to specify the meaning of communication, not its
flow [12]. Social commitments have emerged as a key element of meaning. Further, it is
broadly accepted that protocols cannot be formalized in terms of the goals or intentions
of agents [1]. Methodologies for protocol specification have also received attention [8,
4].
The second question has received less attention in the software engineering community. In some recent work, we have shown how an individual agent may reason about
his goals in light of his potential communications, specifically the social commitments
he can potentially be involved in [3, 2]. In further work, we have extended this idea to
address adaptation in social applications [7]. The key idea there is that it is not systems
that adapt. After all, the system is nothing but a protocol. Instead it is the social agents
(or their surrogates) that adapt, each autonomously from other agents in the system.
3.1 The Nature of i*
At the basic level, i* follows the standard RE conceptualization sketched above. Indeed,
i* is a machine-oriented methodology; it is not interaction-oriented. Where i* differs is
in the explicit modeling of organizational agents (actor in i* terms) and their requirements. The requirements themselves are understood in terms of the goals of the agents.
The agents are related to each other by means of intentional dependencies.
The notion of agent within i* seems to be a broad one. A stakeholder could be agent;
so could a legacy system; so could a service. The core idea is to model the relevant
aspects of the environment via the notion of agents. The system-as-is is modeled in i*
as a network of the existing agents with the intentional dependencies among them as the
links. The system-to-be would introduce a machine, also an agent, towards satisfying
the requirements in a suitably modified network.
The notion of intentional dependency in i*, a central one, deserves special attention.
(We talk about goal dependencies but the discussion applies to other kinds of i* dependencies as well.) An i* goal dependency between two agents x and y for some goal p
means that x wants p, and y is able to achieve p and in addition intends to achieve p.
For example, in i* one would say that the convener depends on the scheduler for its
goal that the meeting be scheduled. This dependency means that (1) the convener wants
the meeting to be scheduled, (2) the scheduler is able to schedule the meeting, and (3)
the scheduler intends to schedule the meeting. Equivalently, in i* terminology, one cay
say that the convener has delegated its goal scheduled to the scheduler.
It is interesting to contrast the notion of goal dependency with the notion of social
commitment. A social commitment C(x, y, p, q) means that x is committed to y for q if
p holds. It doesn’t mean that y wants q or x wants p. Nor does it say anything about the
ability of the agents to deliver p or q. Nor does it say anything about any agent’s intentions. A social commitment only comes about due to interaction among the agents. This
is fundamentally different from the notion of a goal dependency, as discussed above.
Notably, intends to in i* is stated in terms of an internal commitment. However, internal commitment is not the same as social commitment [10]. The interaction-oriented
approach talks only about social commitments.
Consider that based on the requirements analysis done with the help of the i* strategic dependency and strategic rationale diagrams, a machine for scheduling is deployed.
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Later, the organization finds that the maintenance of the scheduler is too costly and
therefore decides to outsource meeting scheduling to an external organization. In such
a situation, one would not have information about the external organization’s goals,
intentions, or abilities. Hence, all the analysis done earlier with the in-house meeting
scheduler would come to naught.
Consider instead that an organization went about meeting scheduling in an interactionoriented way. First, it selected an industry-standard meeting scheduling protocol. Then
it created a surrogate to play the role of the scheduler. Later it found that the surrogate was too difficult to maintain. So it outsources the scheduling to a service provider
that had advertised itself as following the protocol. The interaction-oriented approach
naturally supports such substitution.
3.2 Social Commitments
We have found that the notion of social commitments we refer to is often confused
with other notions in the literature. We take the opportunity here to distinguish social
commitments from related concepts in the literature.
Internal Commitment Cohen and Levesque’s work [6] formulated a rich theory of
rational action based on the concepts of intention and internal commitment to intention. Broadly, the idea is that for an agent to succeed with its intentions, it must
be internally committed to realizing them. Internal commitment refers to an agent’s
psychological entrenchment.
Obligations Commitments are not obligations. Commitments come about only due to
communication and hold irrespective of what exists in the agents’ internal states.
This is the essence of a public semantics of communication. The representation of a
commitment may appear similar to that of an obligation; however, that is where the
similarity ends. Obligations, as studied in the literature, represent a mental concept.
For example, just because C(Barbara, Alice, paid, deliverPhone) does not imply
O(Barbara, Alice, paid, deliverPhone). Neither does the implication hold in the
other direction. Obligations are in the spirit of internal commitment.
Responsibilities The notion of responsibility has been applied toward the modeling of
sociotechnical systems [15, 14]. The idea is that if one knows an agent’s responsibilities, one can derive its requirements. However, responsibility is modeled as
something that comes about because of the passing of an obligation from one agent
to another via delegation. For example, a professor can delegate his obligation of
going to a meeting to a Ph.D. student. The student then becomes responsible for
fulfilling that obligation. However, tying responsibility to delegation definitionally
unnecessarily limits the kind of responsibilities that can be captured. When an agent
makes a social commitment, he is socially accountable to the creditor for its fulfillment. There is no delegation involved here, but there still is a sense of responsibility.
Further, keeping an agent’s autonomy in mind, only an agent itself can create social
commitments. This is not to say we rule out the notion of delegation. In general,
for delegation to succeed, other commitments must first be set up; for example, the
delegatee must have a prior commitment to the delegator for honoring delegations
[5].
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Norms We understand norms as (public) conventions. Social commitments are doubly normative. One, protocols are conventions: they specify the commitments that
would arise from the agents’ communications. Two, commitments form the basis
of compliance checking. A violation of a commitment may represent a serious exception, and creditors and the contextual community may request sanctions on the
offending debtor for the violation.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In the current paper, we advance the theme we have been pursuing for two years, but
with more details specific to i*. We discussed the main limitations with respect to engineering social applications. The intentional approach of i* works for the traditional RE
setting where the idea is to design a centralized machine that meets the stakeholders’
requirements. However, an intentional approach is an integration-based approach. Social applications, on the other hand, necessarily have to adopt an interoperation-based
approach because there is no central machine.
The distinction between mentalist (cognitive) and social notions is worth pointing
out. When one talks about agents, concepts such as goals, beliefs, intentions, strategies, plans, and so on are mentalist concepts. Communication, convention, and social
commitments are social concepts. When one models a system of social agents using
mentalist concepts, the results are vastly inferior to when one models the same system
using social concepts [12]. i* models rely exclusively on mentalist concepts (Yu uses
the term intentional). Nowhere does communication come into the picture. Therefore,
it is difficult to accept Yu’s claims [16] that i* is a social approach. Some other recent
work [9] also fails to make the distinction between mentalist and social.
Lately there has been some work talking about the unmanageability of i* diagrams.
i* has some modularity via the notion of agents; but the problem is there is no encapsulation. Dependencies do not stop at agent boundaries; they connect agents internals.
In social systems, the basic assumption is that agent internals are not known. This implies encapsulation is not broken. Social commitments help us reason about such wellencapsulated agents. Social commitments would greatly enhance the manageability of
specifications.
In general, RE must move away from the centralized machine-oriented perspective
to a more distributed perspective that conceptualizes a system as being constituted from
independently designed agents. The methodological ingredients of such an approach is
the direction of research we are currently pursuing.
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